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What Is Alcohol?
Alcohol is a powerful drug that is paft of some drinK, such as beer; wine and
liquor. A drug is a chemical that changes the way people think, feel and act.

It is iilegal for anyone under 2l to purchase or to drink alcoholic beverages.
Besides being illegal, alcohol is unhealthy and can lead to dangerous behavior.
Even people who drink only once or occasionally may do things that are very risky.

Yet, alcohol is everyruherel Considering all the dangers of this easily available. drug,
you must know the facts about it. This book provides you with those facts.
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WHY DO SOME ADULTS

. y-f
LEARNING TO RESIST

PEER PRESSURE

HOW TO GET HELP

SAY YES TO YOUR
STA\'ING HEAT}fY

P.gc I O.

llludrn.d by Don Bcrry

Conrmunlty School Dinricl 20, Subaencc Abuso Prglntion Progrrm, Nc* \brl CIO



what Ftrappens \ilherr You Drink?
f . Alcohol acls fastl Unlike foods and most other beverages, which must be digested.

alcohol moves directly into the bloodstrbam and is carried to every parr of the body.

Drain Drain!
2. Within a few moments of having a drink, alcohol reaches the brain, which controls

speech, thought, and movement. Alcohol quickly causes changes in the brain that
lead to changes in behavior.

HERE ARE SOME OF THE BEHAVIOR CF{ANGES PEOPLE A/AY F{AVE WHEN THEY DRINK
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES.

DIRECTIONS: Match each sentence with the picture that illustrates it.

{l } They may get DtZTy

(Zl Thi:y may feef SLEEpy

(3f They may act CLUMSY

(4f They may be LOUD
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{5f They may get
FORGETFUL

{6f They may have
SLURRED SPEECH

(71 They may use
POOR JUDGMENT

may get very TOUCHY

They may become
Iess INHIBITED

(8f They

Iel

FACf:
After drinking, alce
hol guickly enters the
bloodstream through
the stomach and
small intestine.
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DRINKTNG AND EEHAVIOR
Number
of Drinks
Consumed

Blood
Alcohol
Concen-
tration

Drinking Time
Brain Area
Affected Behavior Affected

1 O.OIZE,

Yz Hovt
DAMP AND
DOUBTFUL

Judgrnent
lnhibitions

3 O.A6Vo

1% Hours
DELIGHTED AND

DEVILISH

Reaction Time
Coordlnation

s
D AJATo

2rh Hourc
DIZtr AND
DFI FRIOUS

Vlslon
. Speech

Balance

8 O.l8%o

4 Hours
DAZED AND
DEIECTED

Walking
Standing

2A O.4AVo

10 Hours DEAD DRUNK

Consclousness

25 0.SOVo

DEAD

Life

3



' How Alcohol Harms Your Livef
The liver is one of the body's most hard-working organs. In the liver, alcohol is changed

from a poisonous chemical into non-poisbnous substances'

Howeve[ the liver can only work at a certain pace. Alcohol keeps traveling through the

bloodstream, and damaging other organs, until the liver is

ready for it. Alcohol can severely damage the liver; as

well. Long-term drinking can destroy this vital /
organ, causing serious illness or even death'

:ft_ r'i 'i

FACT: Because a young
person's body is still
developing, the effects of
alcohol can be more serF

ous for him or her than
for an adult.
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DIRECTIONS: To understand

how alcohol affecs Your
whole body:

(l ) Follow the alcohol as it
goes to the stomach and

small intestine. from

which it enters the blood-

stream.

(2) Follow the drink from the

small intestine to the
brain.

(3) Start at the small intestine

again, and follow the
drink from there to the
liver.

Nontalrtg!
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Iu/hat Happens \ilhen People
Long-term drinking has many serious

D i s c ou",.' ?nlli;lli'"{,' 3i" b e I ow
Find each capitarized *"ltfrif,r"ui#otl""r"n puzzteon pase 5.

Physicat Effects Of l-ongiTerm Drinking Of Alcohol:
f . lt harms a person's HFART by preventing it from pumping as it shourd.

2' lt kitls BRAIN celfs, which affect how people learn, remember, and make decisions. oncethe damage is done, it cannot be changed.

3' lt can increase the risk of cANcER of the mouth, throat, stomach and fiver.

4' ft irritates the rining of the srot\4AcH and can cause urcers.

5' lt leads to malnutrition, o"."rr" alcohof has no food vafue and it interferes withDIGESTION.

6' tt keeps infection-fighting cefls from working properfy and lowers a person's resistanceto lNFEcrloNS' That makes a drinker more rLlry to catch ilfnesses from others.
7' Drinking afcohol can fead to a veD/ serious disease of the uvER known as cirrhosis.
8' Drinking alcohol can result in ALCoHousM, a i]isease in which a person becomesdependent on afcohof and cannot controf the need to drink.

Behavioral Effects Of l.onEjTerm Drinking Of Alcohol:
t - Drinking alcohol can destroy FAMILIEs because its effect on the brain can make peoplewho drink hard to get along with.

2' Drinking can maKe a person less successful because his or her LIFE revolves arounddrinking.

3' Drinking can make people lonely if they have to keep their drinking a sECRET fromothers.

4' Alcohol can become ADDlcrlvE - a person feels a constant need to drink.
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J,URNEY THRoUGlt THE
Alcohol dciesn't just travel through the body. lt leaves poisons behind that can
build up and cause serious damage.

ln the picture below, color the organs that alcohol travels through, then match
each organ to its name.

BODY

M O UTI{
Alcohol can cause
cancers to form in
the mouth. Cancer is
a serious disease that
can make a person
get sick and die.

TI{ROAT
Alcohol can also

cause cancer in the
throat. Once the

cancer is removed,
the person may

never be able to
talk again.

sr0 M Ac t{
Alcohol drinkers can
get painful ulcers
when alcohol eats
away the lining of
their stomach.

PAN CREAS
The poisons in

alcohol can cause
cancer here. too.

LIVER
When a person

drinks too much
alcohol, the liver

can get a serious
disease called

cirrhosis (sir-RO-sis).

I{ EA R.T
Alcohol weakens
heart muscles and
causes the heart to
lose its regular beat.

BRAIN
Alcohol damages

brain cells that can
never be repaired. lf
someone drinks for

a long time, the
brain actually

shrinks.

KI DN EYS
Too much alcohol
can make the
kidneys break
down.

r What's Wrong With Alcohol? .
Human Reiations Media @1997
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1.

2.

What's Wrong With Alcohol?

lffi.ABuLARY Llsr
ALCOHOLIC - person addicted to alcohol

B.A.C. (Blood Alcohol Gontent) - amount of alcohol in the blood;
measurement that helps police decide if someone is legally drunk

3. CIRRHOSIS - deadly liver disease usually caused by heavy alcohol drinking

4. DRUNK - feeling that a person gets after drinking too much alcohol

5. HANGOVER - sick feeling.,tn.t."n happen the morning after drinking
too much alcohol

6. KIDNEYS - organ that removes poisons like alcohol from the body;
can be damaged by heavy alcohol drinking

LIVER - organ that helps the body remove alcohol from the blood;
can be permanently damaged by heavy alcohol drinking

PANCREAS - organ that can be damaged by alcohol

TOAST - small drink of alcohol, usually done at special events
like weddings and birthdays

WINE COOLER - alcoholic drink with a sweet, fruity taste; wine coolers may
look like soft drinks, but they contain as much alcohol as other
alcoholic drinks

r What's Wrong With Alcohol? r
Human Relations Media @1997
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